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The Young African Aviation Professional Association by its

abbreviation YAAPA is a nonprofit association to promote,

attract and retain through communication young Africans.

The Association was founded in 2O14 by Ms. Fadimatou

NOUTCHEMO SIMO from Cameroon motivated by the

need to develop qualified manpower for a safe and secure

African aviation industry and to create awareness on

human resource development opportunities across the

continent to youths, especially girls.

ABOUT    YAAPA



YAAPA has been at the forefront of the creation of a network 
among African aviation professionals for the communication and 
exchange on best practices in both rural and urban areas across 
Africa. YAAPA's engagement is motivated by the need to address 
the shortage of skilled professionals in the aviation and aerospace 
industry in Africa as well as other Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) related industries, by motivating youths 
and encouraging them to pursue careers involving these subject 
areas.

YAAPA is a member of the ICAO NGAP OUTREACHGroup

(Next generation of Aviation professionals).

About YAAPA CONTINUED 



To INSPIRE,MENTOR AND EMPOWER young Africans across 
the continent

OUR VISION

To educate through communication for a safe and secure 
aviation in Africa and aims to create innovative methods 
to attract and retain young talents in Africa’s tomorrow 

aspiring generation of aviation professionals. 



YAAPA’s strongly value;

• Involvement, 

• Solidarity and 

• Loyalty in all activities across the continent.



OUR GOALS 

YAAPA’s goals are to;

1. Inform the youth on aviation careers

2. Create and mentor aviation clubs in schools, universities

3. Develop and create a strong sense of awareness of the 
aviation industry amongst young Africans

4. Organize sensitization events (seminars , workshops)

5.Raise awareness on the involvement of aviation 
stakeholders and governments to contribute to the 
development of skilled labor in Africa.



OUR OBJECTIVES

YAAPA’s Objectives are to;

1. Create a platform of exchange between the youths and 
aviation stakeholders all over Africa

2. Create YAAPA chapters in all 54 African countries

3. Assist in searching funding for developing aviation skills in    
Africa

4.Create a training center of reference with stakeholders and 
government in Cameroon which an English and French speaking

5.Implement the YAAPA ACT FOR CHANGE program

6.Implement the YAAPA 54 Exchange program



Our events

YOUTH AVIATION FORUM AFRICA (YAFA)

Launched in february 2016 in Cameroon,YAFA is a forum that
provides a platform of exchange between the African Youths
and the Aviation stakeholders worldwide.It will rotate among
the 54 African states to raise more awareness.

http://www.yaapa54.org/photo-gallery/

AVIATION CAREER DAYS

 The AVIATION CAREER DAY 2017 will be held in Cameroon on 
the 3-5 the of February 2017 and in respective countries where
our Ambassadors actively promote aviation.





Information about the YOUNG AFRICAN AVIATION PROFESSIONAL       
ASSOCIATION can be obtained from:

Ms. Fadimatou NOUTCHEMO SIMO

Mr. Roosevelt YOSSI

Tel. No.: +237 -699983473,675759546

E-mail: contact@yaapa54.com

Website: www.yaapa54.org

mailto:contact@yaapa54.com


JOIN US TO RAISE AVIATION 
AWARENESS IN AFRICA

THANK YOU


